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Mich of the report is based on original data supplieEi through the 
courtesy of the Eastern Rockies Forest Conservation Board. 
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I PRECIPITATION AND STREAMFLOW IN THE MOUNTAIN AND 

FOOTHILL REGION OF THE SASKATCHEWAN RIVER BASIN 

The mountain an:i foothill regions are the chief reliable sources 

of stream.flow in the Saskatchewan River Basin , A need for infonnation 

concerning the origins and nature of this streamfl ow has developed with 

the expansion of denands for water in the Prairies . 

This report (1) outlines the approximate patterns of preci pitat

ion and streamflow within these source regions and (2) suggests ways in 

which watershed management might aff ect and be affected by the pat terns 

outlined, 

The descriptions of precipitation and streamflow are based upon 

(1) a greater supply of data than has previously been available, and (2) 

the local application of recent studies concerning the relationship of 

precipitation to streamflow, (e .g., bibliography, items #8, 9, 16, 23) and 

the distribution of precipitation in mountain areas (e.g. , t(J.2 , 22, 26) . 

The precipitation and streamflow of 1953 an:i 1954 are mapped and 

described an:i 11norml 11 patterns are interpolated from these and from the 

less comprehensive data of the period 1921-1950 , Most of the major 

patterns are shown in maps and graphs which should receive frequent refer

ence, for many of the descriptions and interpretations are based directly 

upon them. The above patterns indicate that watershed problems and possi

bilities vary appreciably within the mountain and foothill regions . Sub

regions with like characteristics are mapped and descri bed, 



2. 
II THE REGION 

The boundaries of the region under study (see figure #1) are 

approximately (1) the 4,000 1 contour in the east where the foothil ls merge 

into the plains, (2) the drainage divide between the North Saskatchewan 

and Athabasca basins in the north, (3) the continental drainage divide 

in the west , and (4) the drainage divide between the South Saskatchewan 

and Missouri basins in the south . 

This region is relatively narrow in the south where the plains 

and low foothills give way abruptly to a narrow belt of high fault- block 

mountains on which the continental divide is located. In the north the 

dividing ranges of the west are succeeded by a series of only slightly 

l ower parallel ranges to the east . This belt of mountains is then 

succeeded by a relatively wide belt of foothills and mountain outliers 

of various heights and then by the undulating plain. 

Intense glacial, Periglacial, and fluvial activity have left 

most mountain ranges and foothill ridge tops bare or only thinly covered 

with coarse residual soils . Most mountain valleys , and the lower foot

hill sl opes and valleys , contain deep glacial and water-borne deposits . 

Water retention and detention storage capacities thus vary greatly. 

Most of this relatively humid mountain and foothill region is 

forested although grasslands are present in particularly the southern 

foothill s and in some of the lower eastern mountain valleys . Severe and 

relatively frequent fires, and some l ogging activity, have l eft most of 

the forested area in young growth and innnature non- commercial stands. The 

grasslands and some forest areas are grazed by cattle, some sheep, and game. 
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III SOORCES OF INFORMATION 

Infonnation on precipitation, evapotranspiration, and streamflow 

has been obtained from a wide range of direct and indirect sources, (see 

Appendix A) . Precipitation measurements and streamflow data are the 

basis for most of the maps included in this report. Interpolated and in

direct infornation have been used to establish local patterns of precipita

tion and streamflow. With minor allowances the forrrn.1la "precipitation 

minus evapotranspiration equals water yield" 1t has been applied extensively. 

Evapotranspiration has been determined particularly according to Thornthwaite 

(#33) . Wherever two of the factors were known (or could be estimated 

within reasonable limits , ) the third could be determined by use of the 

forrrru.la. 

A study of the synoptic charts of most of the period January 1950 -

December 1954, has indicated the type of storms present in the different 

subregions. Topographic parameters using elevation, aspect, slope, etc., 

have been employed in the determination of local variations of precipitation. 

Personal observations and discussions with government and other 

personnel engaged in meteorol ogic and hydrologic work in these regions 

have been used to confirm rather than establish the nature of patterns of 

precipitation and streamflow, These sourc es, and surveys in related 

fields, have been import ant in providing background for such aspects as 

water qual ity, erosion damage, land use etc . 

1t Water yield - the amount of water available for streamflow. 

J 
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IV ANNUAL PRECIPITATION, EVAPOTRANSPIRATION AND STREAMFLOW 

The normal annual precipitation for the period 1921-1950 is 

characterized by heavier precipitation (1) in back range than in eastern 

areas , (2) in front range and foothill areas than in eastern intermountain 

valleys or plains areas , and (3) in the more elevated than in the l ow 

lying areas . The high back range areas nornally receive well over 50 

inches of precipitation annually while low lying eastern intermountain 

valleys, am plains areas to the east of the foothills , normally receive 

less than 25 inches (See figure 3) . Every year has significant regional 

variations . The major variations of 1953 and 1954 may be noted by com

paring figures 4 and 5 with figure 3 . These are explained in Appendix B. 

Actual evapotranspi r ation is apparently greatest in foothill 

areas where it is locally in excess of 20 inches per year . It is normally 

l ess than this in the warmer plains to the east because precipitation is 

deficient , at least seasonally. It is normally less in the more elevated 

areas to the west because of low temperatures , limited local soil moisture 

storage capacities, and local seasonal precipitation deficiencies (see 

figure 6 am Appendix B) . 

Streamflow varies greatly within these regions for water yield 

is the balance of precipitation less evapotranspiration, - two highly 

variable elements (See Appendix A) . Normal water yields are greatest 

in the high back range areas where precipitation is high and evapotrans

pirati on is low; moderately high in the mountain areas to the east where 

precipitation is lower and evapotranspiration is generally higher ; and low 

in the lower foothills and plains where precipitation is almost balanced 

by evapotranspiration (Figure 7) .. Water yields thus range from over 50 



inches per year in many high back range areas to almost nil in some 

eastern intermountain, foothill and plains areas . 

Variations from the norn:al patterns are far greater in the 

eastern than in the western areas . The patterns of 1952- 53 and 1953-54 

are noted (figures 8 and 9 and Appendix B) . 
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V SEASONAL PRECIPITATI ON , EVAPOTRANSPIRATION AND STREAMFLOW 

The patterns of seasonal precipitation, evapotranspiration and 

streamflow vary appreciably within the mountain and foothill regions (see 

figures 10 , 11 , 12 and 13 and Appendices C & D) . 

In back r ange areas wint er snowf all is greater than sunnner r ainfall. 

Most of it is available for streamflow when it melts particularly in June and 

July. Some of the lower ar eas contribute significantly in Hay and some high 

areas provide delayed meltwater in August , Evapotranspi ration is concentrated 

in the swmner months and it then largely balanc es current rainfall except in 

areas of low moisture storage and use . 

The eastern mountain ar eas have gr eater spring and summer rainfall 

than winter snowfall except possi bly in the most elevated port ions . Much of 

t his rainfall is evaporat ed or transpired, except in rocky areas, and the 

snows provide the greater par t of the streamflow. Melting is slightly earlier 

than in the generally more elevat ed areas to the west . 

The precipitation regime has a pronounced spring an:i early sunnner 

peak on the eastern sl ope of the front range . Much of this moisture is evapo

rated or t ranspired and only minor surpluses ar e available for streamflow 

except in areas of limited storage . Winter snowfall is relatively light but 

surpluses are available, usually i n April, May, and sometim3s early June. 

Spring rains vary appreci ably i n amount and floods may occur. Fortunately, 

these rains usually occur after the period of maximum local snowmelt. 

The foothills and plains margins do not receive sufficient precipi

tation i n a norrra.l year for more than minor amounts of runoff to take place 

except where storage capacities are low or vegetative covers are l ess t han 

optional. Runoff does occur in most years f rom these areas , particularly 

during the snowmelting period (March to May) and following intens e or prolonged 

rains in early spring . In the wetter years runoff may be significant , part

icularly in the snowmelt period, in June, and occasionally later in Sununer. 



Floods may occur since the proportional variation from normal is large 

although yields are small in contrast with t hose of back range areas . 

The effects of latitude are much less important than those of 

elevation and topographic position. Rainfall is normally greatest in 

May and early June i n the south and in late June and July in the north . 

Snowfall appears to be a slightly larger proportion of total precipitation 

in the south than in the north. Evapotranspiration potentials are greater 

in the south (for equivalent elevations) because of higher temperatures but 

late surrnner moisture deficiencies are also greater in the south thus actual 

evapotranspi ration is as great if not greater in northern lowlands . Stream

flow tends to be more concentrated in the spring in the south than in the 

north due to the greater relative snowmelt arrl earlier rains . Summer flow 

in the south is low, for potential evapotranspiration greatly exceeds pre

cipitation . Only very exceptional rainstonns produce much surplus for 

streamflow after refilling depleted storage. Summer precipitation is 

normally greater in t he north and heavy storms can produce major runoff 

because storage is much l ess depleted prior to such storms . 

The precipitation, evapotranspiration, and streamflow patterns 

of 1953 and 1954 indicate that both years had 0 reater winter snowfall and 

summer rainfall, smaller evapotranspiration, and gr eater streamflow i n 

most regions than was normal for the period 1921- 1950. Seasonal variations 

were appreciable however , and are noted in Appendices C and D. 
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VI POSSIBILITIES OF STREAMFLOW IMPROVEMENT 

In most watersheds it is physically possible to increase annual 

water yields, improve sea sonal flow regimen or improve water qualities 

by changing the vegetative cover , constructing aritificial reservoirs and 

by other means . 

(a) Increase of Annual Water Yield 

Water from this region i s used for domestic , nrunicipa.l , industrial, 

irrigation, water power and other purposes in the prairies . By far the 

greatest consumptive use , at present and potentially, is by irrigation. In

creases in water yield if f avor able in regime and quality, could potentially 

be utilized. 

It has been noted previously that precipitation minus evapotrans

piration equals water yield (Section III and Appendix A) . Water yield 

might thus be increased if we increase precipit ati on or decrease evapotrans

piration. Precipitation might be increased by cloud seeding and by other 

mechanical means but the resul ts to date indicate that these means are not 

highly effective arrl are relatively expensive (#27b, etc . ) . 

Evapotranspiration losses have been reduced significantly by the 

partial r emoval of the vegetative cover and by the more efficient use of 

storage capacities (e. g., #9, 18 , 24) . 

Evapotranspiration losses may be reduced by amounts up to the 

retention storage capacity of the soil between root depth (normally to 

several feet) and the depth of effective evaporation (normally l ess than 

one inch) if the vegetative cover is removed. Such reductions may be 

achieved only as long as no cover is present , and l esser reductions are 

usually obtained to the degree tha t new roots do not re- occupy the soil to 

former root depth in the following year s , The complete r emoval of the 
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cover (by burning or intensive cutting) is rarely attempted becaus e of 

the effect of such removal upon flow r egime, flooding, erosion, sedimenta

tion and alternate uses of the watershed . Increases in water yields of 

up to 4 and more inches per year hc1.ve been accomplished by partial cutting 

in dense conif er stands (Fraser, Colorado) , and by the r emoval of deep 

rooted aspen and preservation of the shallow rooted ground cover (//9) . The 

removal of stream bank and other vegetation drawing upon telluric or rip

arian water has also been effective. 

The stor age capacit ies of some deposits below root depth can be 

used mo r e effectively if water spreading on fans and terraces , or ditching 

t o unused detention storage reservoirs, is practised . 

Ar tificial storage in reservoirs may result in increased stream-

flow in some years but normally yields will be reduced slightly because of 

the evaporation losses. 

The possi biliti es of water yield increases in this region are 

minor (except very locall y) , for the rurned over nature of the r egi on is 

such that yields are now relatively high and normal regrowth (with fire 

protection) will r esult in r educed yields . Yield improvement action is 

not very effective or l ong term in r esults and is generally very expensive 

except where it is associ ated with commercial cutting. 

(b) Improvement of Flow Regime 

Irrigation demands for water are greatest in summer and requi re 

storage (natural or artificial) of spring flow for use during normal low 

flow periods in July, August and sometimes l ater . Domestic , JIU1nicipal , 

most industrial and some other uses require more even flow with a maxi

mum in sumner. Water power developments require relatively even flow 

and storage for incr eases in the fall and winter seasons . One of the most 

important objectives of r egime improvement is the avoidance of flood damage . 

-- - - --- - --- ~ 
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A buildup of vegetative cover may r esult i n (1) delayed snow 

melting, (2) improved infiltration capacities thus less surface runoff , 

(3) greater surface detention storage and reduced rates of surface run

off, and (4) gradual improvement of soil moisture storage capacities . 

All of t hese will result in r educed an:i delayed high water periods and 

will. normally result in increased surrnner flow . The increase in trans

piration losses may r esult in decreased annual and seasonal yields , though 

this too may be desi r able if flood control is the i mportant obj ective (see 

Appendix E) . 

Vegetative buildup is most effective i n areas (1) of shallow 

soils (in the terms of figur es 10 and 11 - transpiration increases result 

in increases in moisture deficiency to a greater degree than in yield 

reduction), (2) of soils with low infiltration capacities , and (3) with 

relativel y frequent storms of high intensity and long duration (those that 

most frequently result in severe flood and erosion damage) , These con

ditions are present in the southern foothill an:i front range areas to a 

greater degree than in other parts of the region, 

Plants that obtain much of their mosture requirements from 

ground water , particularly telluric and riparian , (in marshy areas , al ong 

some streams etc . ) contribute littl e to high water l evel reduction and 

crest del ay yet they use relatively l arge amounts of water in sunnner, 

The reduction of these losses should hel p in the i mprovement of flow 

regimen . The controlled drainage of marshes might be helpful in this 

regard. 

Artificial storage in reservoirs is the most effective single 

way in which to improve flow regimen , It is relatively expensive and 

sites suitabl e for storage of large volumes are relat ivel y few in number 
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but it will probably become of increasing importance in the future because 

large known volumes can be retained for delivary at desired rates when re

quired. J.Iana.gement of vegetative cover is complementary to it in that 

extra storage is provided and silting i s kept at a minimum. 

A normal sequence of development of water conservation measures 

for r egime improvement would begin with vegetative management , then add 

and emphasize artificial storage and finally, if demands are adequate , 

sacrifice vegetative cover and w~ter quality for yiel d increases and 

establish complete artificial storage control. 

(c) Improveimnt of Water Quality 

Sediment loads , particularly during high water , may be excessive 

for most uses . The clogging of reservoirs , canals and soil ma.y greatly 

affect irrigation development . Domestic, municipal , industrial , hydro

electric power , navigation, contmercial fishing , recreation and other uses 

have corresponding dema.ms for relatively clear water , 

The control of vegetative cover for flow regime improvement 

usually results in improvement of water quality. Sediment loads are re

latively smal l if local surface erosion is kept at a mininrum and streamflow 

variations are moderate . The limitation of accelerated erosion is parti

cularly .important . The prevention of fire an:l limitations upon ex.cessi ve 

grazing and cutting are most effective in those areas subject to intense 

rains of r elatively l ong duration. 

The problems and possibilities of yield, regime and quality 

maintenance and improvement vary greatl y regionally. Some of the more 

outstanding variations will be reviewed briefly in the following section, 
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VII PRECIPITATION AND WATER YIELD REGIONS 

The major differences in precipitation and water yield patterns, 

and in the physical potential for improvement, can be'described and dis

cussed most effectively if regions with district characteristics are 

mapped. These characteristics must be significant yet the diversity with

in a mountain and foothill area such as this nakes a high degree of general

ization necessary . Seventeen regions have been mapped (figure 1) and some 

of the major features can be summarized. 

In figure 1, regions la, 2a, 4a, and ?a have the greatest total 

precipitation, a greater winter srowfall than summer r ainfall, rainfall 

of high frequ ency but generally low intensity, low evapotranspiration 

(because of high elevation, low temperatures, and presence of large areas 

with limited storage capacities) and very high and dependable water yields . 

Region la is most exposed to the east and receives the greatest rainfall 

intensities of these regions, particularly in spring. Rainfall maxima 

are latest in the north, and earliest in the south where summer droughts 

may occur in valley areas . Snowmelt is also later in the north . Stream

flow has a later and less peaked maxiIIRlm in the north than in the south. 

Differences in elevation , aspect, exposure to specific storm types and 

other factors explain the selection of local boundaries . 

In the above regions, water yield increases might be obtained 

by timber cut ting in some of the lower lying glacial valleys and drift 

basins. Such cutting would probably not result in excessive erosion 

except an steep slopes for rainfall intensities are relatively low. The 

areas of nature timber are small am such increases would be minor . Fl ow 

regimen and water qualities are not subject to appreciable improvement 
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by veget ative means t hough ooth could be damaged by extensive fires or 

indiscriminate use . Artificial storage is possible in cirques and 

some glacial valleys . There are a l ar ge number of possible sites but 

most have very limited capacities and are r el atively inaccessible. 

Regions 2b, 4b and 7b have mountain areas that receive l arge 

amounts of precipitation but there are also large valley areas which re

ceive relatively l itt l e . Some of these valleys a r e drier in many years 

than the l ower foothills and plains margin to the east . i·Jith the partial 

exception of the higher and western mountain portions , these regions 

receive mor e r ain than snow. The rains are of relatively low i ntensity 

though high frequency . Evapotranspiration i s greater than in the regions 

to thev.est and water yields are generally much smaller. Summer droughts 

are common, particularly in the sou th. Rainfall has an earlier maxinn.un 

and snow melt is slightly earlier in t he south than in the north . Str eam

f low is obtained chiefly from snowmelt ani the heavier rains on the 

mountains , and the contribution of valley areas i s slight . Streamflow is 

earli er , mor e variable and more concentrated in spring and early surraner 

than in regions to the west . Some improvement in regime and quality will 

take place as the extensive f ire damaged f orests devel op, tut minor yield 

reductions can also be expected . Artificial storage sites a r e numerous 

but most are again small . Sever al large reservoir sites are present i n the 

flatter valleys of soim of the larger streams where these break through 

the front range. 

Regions lb, Ja, Jc , 5a, 6a, and 8a have only moderate amounts 

of pr ecipitation, except in the hig11e r areas , arrl t he greater part of 

this is received as rainfall. Rainfall is moderately frequent, usually 

light, and of short dura t ion . In some years it nay be very intens e and 
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of long duration, in a few storms , particularly in the south. Rainfall 

amounts vary appreciably seasonally and from one year to the next . Summer 

droughts are most frequent and intense in the south where the earliest 

rainfall maxima occur. Evapotranspiration is moderately high, sometimes 

locall y equalling precipitation, and water yields vary appreciably. 

Streamflow is highly concentrat ed in the snowrnelt and spring rain peri ods 

though heavy rains occasionally cause heavy runoff in surrnner in the north . 

M..ich of the sediment of mountain streams is added in these regions. Some 

vall eys receive rainfall o.f l esser intensities in regions 5a and 8a wher e 

mountain outliers and high foothills shield them in the east . Lesser 

protection is afforded by moderately high foothills in region 6a and by 

the Porcupine Hills to the east of part of region Ja . 

I n the above regions, water yields might be improved slightly 

by the controlled drainage of marshes . The reduction of vegetative cover 

by cutting, intensive grazing, etc . , would, in most areas and all but the 

wettest years, result in negligible yield changes . The reduction in 

transpiration by deep-rooted plants would be balanced by evaporation and 

added use of water by shallow-rooted plants. The improvement of flow 

regimes and water quality might be appreciable wi.th a long term buildup 

of the forest and grassland vegetative covers . These regions contain 

some artificial storage sites , particularly in the north, but reservoirs 

on streams subject to floods might fill vri. th sediment quite rapidly. 

Regi ons 3b, 5b, 6b, and 8b receive the greater part of their 

precipitation as rain. The precipitation is similar in pattern to that 

of the regions immediately to the west except that intensities are generally 

less,droughts are longer and more intense ( especi ally in the south) , and 

i t is almost entirely evaporated or t r anspired from most of the area in 
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drier years . Water yields are marginal and highly variable. Streamflow 

is derived from snowmelt , exceptional rains , and preci pitation upon the 

small areas with limited storage capacities . It occurs in short period 

peaks and rrany local streams are dry in many summers . The possibilit ies 

of increasing yield in any but the wetter years are negligible . Some 

marsh drainage, and removal of cover dr awing upon streams that pass 

through these r egions , could result in minor increas es . The protecti on 

and improvement of vegetative cover could result in gradual regime and 

quality improvement . Artificial storage sites are f ew in number and 

small in capacity. 
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The sources of information used in this paper are of three 
types: (1) direct measurement data; (2) observations of quantities and 
effects; and (3) evaluation of relationships . 

Each is reviewed under the headings of precipitation, evapotrans
piration, and water yield. 

Precipitation 

The most complete data have been obtained from the Canadian 
Meteorological Division (5 & 6) and the United States Weather Bureau (27a). 
Eighteen Canadian and two American weather stations with standard rain 
gauges are present in this mountain and foothill region, but most of these 
are located in the outer foothills and low lying mountain valleys , Addi
tional data from Canadian and American stations adjoining the region have 
been used in the location of isohyets (lines joining points of equal 
Precipitation) and in the interpretation of other infornation. 

The National Parks and Alberta Forest Services have weather in
struments at some of the wardens and ranger stations . Unfortunately, 
very few of these have precipitation records for more than parts of each 
year; the records are frequently only approximate ; and most stations are 
located in sheltered low lying valleys , The partial r ecords are of some 
value in that patterns established by other means can be at least partially 
confirmed. 

The Eastern Rockies Forest Conservation Board arranged for the 
erection of one hundred storage gauges in the Forest Reserve on sites 
located in the period October 1952 - August 1954, Data for twenty- five 
of these may be used for 1953 and seventy-seven for 1954. Allowances 
must be nade for instrument and other errors , and for variable intervals 
between readings, but this network is probably the best single source of 
information on relative precipitation in the region. 

A storage gauge is maintained by the United States Weather Bureau 
near Grinnell Glacier in Gl aci er Park. Useful supplementary data on snow
f all is obtained from the United States Geological Surveys and from the 
Canadian Water Resources Branch (e .g. , snow survey reports) . 

Additional information on particularly the relative distribution 
of snowfall has been obtained from miscellaneous snow sampling measurements 
by A. H. Laycock, conversations with wardens, rangers, skiers and other 
interested persons, observation of snow pa.ck in the mountains in winter and 
spring, and examination of the locat i on of ice fields, glaciers, and snow 
fields. To some degree, the distribution of vegetative cover is indicative 
of differences in precipitation. The freshness and intensity of recent 
glacial activity also suggests that some areas have experienced greater snow
falls than others . Informati on of this nature serves more to confirm than 
establish pa.tterrns of precipitation, and is of limited value in the determina
tion of absolute quantities, 
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Indirect sources of information have been very important in 
this study. Streamflow measurements are available for many of the region's 
streams and rivers . These indic ate tllla.t some areas have water yields 
well above those which might be expected if precipitation records were 
representative of the respective basins. For example, in the year October 
1953 - September 1954, the average water yield of the Bow basin above Banff 
was over 28. 5 inches yet the precipitation in Banff (24. 7 inches) and Lake 
Louise (37 . 1 inches) during this period was not sufficient to account for 
i t and for estimated evapotranspiration . Similarly the water yield of 
the Waterton River at Waterton Park (45 .1 inches), at the International 
Boundary (70.5 inches) , and of Boundary Creek (56 . 3 inches) could not have 
been obtained from the precipitation received at Wcterton Park headquarters 
(48 . 6 inches) . On the other hand, the precipitation near Grinnell Glacier 
in the period July 31, 1953 to August 4 , 1954 of 138 . 2 inches might be 
slightly greater than the average for the basin of Gri nnell Creek which 
had a yield of approximately 106 inches . The difference may have been 
partially dueto change of volume of the glacier in this period. 

The above examples show that the stablishment of even approxi
mate relationships bet ween precipitation arrl water yield would be of value. 
Such relationships have been a ssumed and used. 

The r elative amounts of precipitation received within these areas 
have been established to some degree by the use of an empirical approach 
based upon a rational selection of topographic parameters such as elevation, 
directional aspect , slope, etc . An attempt has been made to isol ate and 
evaluate particularly the orogr aphic components of precipitation. Un
fortunately the data are still too sketchy for proper application of multipl e
correlation techniques , but general patterns of precipitation distribution 
that fit in well with established data may be suggested . 

The six-hour synoptic charts of the Dominion Weather Office in 
Calgary have been reviewed for the greater part of the period January 1950 -
December 1954. The various types of storms (cyclonic, convectional and 
orographic - and combinations) that have released moisture from moist air 
masses (mP arrl mT) have been noted arrl the major storm tracks have been 
charted (by months) . Some of the major storms have been studied i n greater 
detail and the frequency, intensity arrl duration of storms of various types 
have been estimated for the various parts of the region. 

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 

It is generally assumed that almost all of the precipitation on 
large basins that is not returned to the atmosphere by evapotranspiration is 
discharged as streamflow (#8, 14 and 17) . Subsurface flow from one basin 
to another is probably of negligible proportions, particularly in a region 
such as this where the divides are so well defined and artesian flow is 
generally very localized . 

It can be demonstrated that by far the greater part of this evapo
transpiration and streamflow occur in the same year as the precipitation 
and that net storage variation from one year to the next is relatively 
small in amount (Figures 12 and 13 arrl Appendix D) . If minor allowances 

I 

j 
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are made fo r such storage changes, we can use the formul a : precipitation 
minus evapotranspiration equals water yield, - to establish the value of the 
missing factor for any year . In this way (1) streamflow data may be used 
to establish mean precipitation for a basin area in which precipitation data 
are deficient , (2) precipitation data may be used to establish approximate 
water yields from basins and parts of basins , and (3) precipitation and 
streamflow data may be used to confirm the estimates of evapotranspiration 
established by other means . 

The major probl em in the application of this forrrn.tl a is the determ
ination of evapotranspiration . Numerous studies have been conduct ed and 
approximate relationships have been established (18) . 

A very useful approach is that of C. T:/. Thornthwaite (23) . He 
regards transpiration as a physical process contr oll ed l ar gely by the supply 
of solar energy available for evaporation of water from pl ant surf ace 
(10, p 167) . If soil moisture is not limiting, the growth is optimal for 
the amount of heat available , the type of plant cover should have little 
effect on the amount of evapotranspiration from a given area . (23 and 24 ) 
Formulas have been developed by which potential evapotranspiration can be 
determined from temperature data . If one a ssumes that the soil is capable 
of storing four inches of moisture, which may be used by plants in lieu of 
current precipitat i on, and subtracts subsequent moisture deficiencies:fTcm 
potential evaptoranspiration, actual evaP'.)transpiration is approxirrated 
(Figures 10 andll.These graphs are r eviewed in later sections) . 

The fo:rnrulas for potential evapotranspirati on using monthly data 
appear to be very good for our purposes although winter evaporation might 
be i ndicated more adequately if shorter periods were used and warm spell 
losses were accounted for . Wind and other variables might also be con
sidered . Actual evapot ranspiration estimates have been modified by 
al lowances for the following factors : (1) storage capacities range f r om 
almost nil to well over f our inches; (2) detention storage (between sat
uration and field capacity - approximately that which is l ost by gravity 
flow) is given very low value ; and r etention storage (between field capacity 
and the wilting point - - that which is held against gravity but is available 
for plant growth) is stressed u; (3 ) root depth vari es with speci e, age of 
stand, stand density, soil texture and structure, water t abl e etc .-- the 
intensity and recency of damage by fir e, cutting, and grazing are particularly 
impor tant ; (4) all basins have at l east small areas with low storage capaci
ties and will thus have some runoff and reduced actual evapotr anspirati on; 
(5) runoff may occur before storage capacities are filled if precipitation 

:ir Colman (#7) uses a tabl e which is reasonably applicable here . 

Moisture Content {inches of water Eer foot of soil deEth) 

Soil Texture Class Wilting Point Field Capacity Pore Saturation 

Sand 0 . 4 0 . 9 5.0 
Sandy loam 0.7 1.8 5.0 
Loam 1.1 2. 7 5.0 
Clay l oam 1.7 3 . 4 5. 4 
Clay 2. 5 5. 0 5. 4 
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intensities exceed infiltration capacities or if snow melts rapidly on frozen 
unsaturated soil; (6) plants may use soil moisture at less than optimum 
rates near the wilting point; and (7) pl ants may withdraw water from the 
water table and from streams during periods of general water deficiency and 
may thus reduce water yields , parti cularly where marshy areas and low stream
side terraces are widespread . 

The importance of evapotranspiration as a factory may be illustrated 
by an example. Let us assume that the north facing and south facing slopes 
of a foothill ridge receive 20 inches of precipitation. The evapotrans
piration on the south and north slopes is assumed to be 18 and 14 inches 
respectively . The water yi ald of the north slope would thus be three times 
as great as that of the south slope . If precipitation is much greater than 
evapotranspiration, the relative effect upon yield of such variations is much 
smaller . 

Actual and potential evapotranspiration measurements have not been 
made in this region . The evaporation from free water surfaces has been 
measured for recent years in a few sites in and adjoining the south- eastern 
part of the region arrl estimates of these losses are available for the plains 
regions (#19b) . Temperature and wind data are available for most of the 
Canadian Meteorol ogical Division and United States Weather Bureau stations . 
Additional data are avail able for some of the other weather stations . Normal 
lapse rates of temperature have been used in the estimation of summer temper
atures at el evations above those at which stations are l ocated . 

water Yiel d 

The primary sources of data on water yield are the streamflow 
records of the Canadian Wat er Resources Division (3a and b) and the United 
States Geologi cal Survey (#28a and b) . Records of varying length are 
available for 54 stations within and immediately to the east of this region 
for recent years . Seven of these stations are l ocated on the North Saskat
chewan and its tributaries , two are on the Red Deer, twenty are on the Bow 
and its tributaries , seven are on the Ol dman arrl its wholly Canadian tribu
taries , nine are in Canada on streams which have at least parts of thei r 
basi ns in the United States and nine are within the United States . Addition
al stations have been operated at different locations on the above rivers and 
streams , and on other tributaries, for varying lengths of time in the pa.st . 
Other stations on streams outside the r egion also supply useful infor mation. 
Some of the above stations are operated by power companies and nn.micipalities; 
and organizations such as the Eastern Rockies forest Conservation Board have 
contr ibuted to the cost of installation and/or maintenance of others . Stations 
gauging irrigation canal and r eturn flow are not included in the above lists 
although al lowance TIR.lst be made for the water used. 

Personal observations and discussions with personnel of the Water 
Resources Division, Alberta Forest Service and other offices have helped to 
establ ish and confirm streamflow patterns , particularly those relating to 
regime, quality, flood and sedimentation damage, erosion etc . The application 
of the research and observations of other r egions to these areas is helpful, 
particularly if local conditions are given due consideration. 
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The fornrula, precipitation minus evapotranspiration equals water 
yields , is of considerable value in the determination of seasonal and total 
yields from parts of basins . For example, the water yield of the Bow River 
basin above Banff was 28 . 55 inches in the year October 1953 - September 1954. 
The actual yields probably ranged from almost nil from som3 of the drier parts 
of the basin near Banff to almost 100 inches from some high areas on the 
d:i.viding ranges near Bow Lake arrl Lake Louise. These l ocal patterns of 
water yield have been estimated arrl rrapped very roughly on the basis of the 
precipitation- evatpotranspiration relationships . 
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The variations in precipitation from one year to the next appear 
to depend on the frequency and duration of influx of mP and mT air,I 
and the degree to which this air is subjected to orographic , cyclonic and 
convectional uplift. 

The mT air enters the region infrequently in most years (lat e spring 
and summer ) at low levels from the east. Storms of relatively high intensity 
and l ong duration may occur in the plains , foothill and from range areas -
particularly in the south. These storms rarely penetrate effectively beyond 
the front range although they may supply as much as one-half of the pr ecipita
tion received in the foothills in some years . 

The mP air has lost nn1ch of its moisture in crossing the mountain 
ranges of British Columbia . It predominates in much of the year and storms 
are frequent . These are usually light or of short duration. Some of the 
most effective storms are cold front cyclonic which move upslope from the 
north east. These release precipitation in the back ranges as well as in 
front range and foothill areas . "Rain shadow 11 areas south-west and west of 
the front r anges experienc e only low intensity falls . 

The greatest amounts of precipitation from mP air are received in 
the back-range areas near the continental divide in winter. This is "spill
over 11 snowfall (flakes fall downwind of the area in which they are formed) 
and snowfall that is rel eased from eastward flowing air that rises and cools 
beyond t he divide (over local pockets of cold air present in enclosed valleys, 
up the 11polar front 11 , up ranges which rise t o higher levels than passes in 
the divide, or in continuation of the uplift impelled by the rise up the 
western slope of the dividing range) . 

Precipitation may fall from mP air in other types of storms, such 
as those resulting from the passage of "upper air lows" , and it may be quite 
significant , but distribution patterns are generally less obvious . Pr eci
pitation from continental and arctic air masses is probably negligi ble although 
cooling of marl time air by uplift over }X)lar air masses is important. 

Normal Annual Precipitation 1921- 1950 

The normalfor the period 1921 - 1950 i s now being used by the 
Meteorological Division for comparative purposes (#6) . This normal is used in 
this paper (Figure 3) although it is slightl y above the l onger term normal of 
those stations with longer periods of record and i s significantly below the 
normal of the period following 1950. 

I mP or maritime Paci fic air is mild an::l. moderately moist having originated 
over the Pacific Ocea. mT or maritime Tropical air is warm and moist 
originating over the Tropical Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico. 
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Annual Streamflow 

Streamflow varies in amount with all of the variations of 
precipitati on and evapotranspiration. Precipitation is highly important 
but for a given annual precipitation there is greater streamflow: (1) in 
the south, where spring and early summer precipiation surpluses are large 
and summers are relatively drier than in the north; (2) in rocky mountain 
areas where storage is limited, than in mountain basins and foothill areas 
with deep surface deposits and dense vegetative covers where storage and 
evapotranspiration are relatively high; (3) in f ront range areas where pre
cipitation intensities frequently exceed infiltration capacities ; than in 
eastern intermountain valleys where most rains are of low intensity; and 
(4) on cool north facing slopes , than on warm south facing slopes - if 
different vegetative cov ers and storage capacities do not compensate . Some 
of the major regional variations in water yield are 1mpped (Figure 7) . 

Variations from one year to the next are generally lllllCh greater 
in foothill and eastern mountain valley areas than in the higher areas . 
Willow Creek has a far more variable streamflow than the Bow River at Banff 
(figure 14) . Bow River at Ghost Dam is more variable than at Banff and 
variability increases as one goes downstrea.m on the We.terton River (Figure 14) . 
Water yields are less in the eastern areas of low precipitation and high 
avapotranspiration than in the west . In a dry year (e . g., 1949 on Willow 
Creek - Figure 14), 18 11 of rainfall less 16½ 11 of evapotranspiration equals 
1½11 of water yield . In a wet year (e . g . , 1951 on Willow Creek - Figure 14), 
32" of rainfall less 24 11 of evapotranspiration equals 8 11 of water yield. 
If the rainfall is heavily concentrated in a short period and surrnner moisture 
deficiencies are high, a relatively low annual precipitation may produce 
very large yieJds . Thus 19" of rainfall less 9" of evapotranspiration equals 
10 11 of water yield (e . g . , 1953 on Willow Creek - Figure 14) . U 

Precipitation and evapotranspir ation are less variable, and the 
difference between them (water yield) is normally much greater and more 
dependable in the west than in the east . 

The streamflow patterns of October 1952 - September 1953 show 
a greater variation from norllBl than either precipitation or evapotrans
piration patterns would show for comparable periods (Figures 7 and 8) . 
In June the high precipitation of particularly t he southern front range, 
foothill and plains region followed a moderately wet and cool spring thus 
moisture storage capacities were full and relatively large surpluses re
sulted . The remainder of the year was moderately dry in the south but 
the early surpluses resulted in well above norrml streamflow. The high 
snowfall of the previous winter in especially the southern back range areas 
added greatly to total streamflow. 

~ It is probable that the precip:itation at Lyndon was less representative 
of that of Willow Creek Basin in 1953 than in 1949 an.:1 1951. 
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Stream.flow in October 1953 - September 1954 was again above 
normal but the chief relative chanr e was present in the northern front 
range and foothi ll areas . (See Figures 7 arrl 9) . The heavy August and 
early September rains fell upon soils that had little unused storage cap
acity and l ate sunnner streamflow rose to levels almost as high as (l ocally 
greater than) in June and early July. In the south, the light er rains 
were spent very largely in recharging depleted storage, an:i stream.flow 
responded to only a small degree. The heavy winter snowfall in particularly 
the southern back range areas, again accounted for the gr eater part of flow 
volumes. 
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APPENDIX C 

SEASONAL PRECIPITATION, 2VAPOTRANSPIRATI ON AND WA'I'ER. YIEID 

General 

The maps of the patterns of annual precipitation, evapotranspir
ation and water yield are supplemented by graphs of the seasonal patterns 
in different parts of the region (Figur es 10 an( 11) . These graphs 
illustrate (as closely as the degree of representativeness of the stations 
p€rmit) the s easonal patterns from west to east across the region and the 
l ocal variations to the north and south . 

The station diagrams of monthly precipitation and potential 
ave.potranspira tion , soil moisture recharge, water surplus, soil moisture 
utilization and water deficiency are modelled after, and use the formulas' 
of C. 1; r. Thornthwaite (#23). The assumption that soil moist ure storage 
i s available and is freely useable by plants to an amount of four inches 
provides a useful basis for station comparisons though variables are re
cognized, (see Appendix A) . 

The graph 11Lake Louise Normal " (Figure 10a) may be used as an 
exampl e. In it, the precipitation curve is a solid line indicating mean 
monthly precipitation for the period 1921 - 1950 (a mean annual total of 
27,1 :Lnches) and t he calculated mean monthly potential evapotranspiration 
curve ~-s indicated oy a dashed line (16 . 911-- based on mean monthly 
temperatures--assumed to be Oat less than 32°F) . In the normal year, 
precipitation exceeds pot€ntial evapotranspiration after appro.xi.mately the 
e-.:d of Se::;ceroer . The excess is n1ed i n soil moisture I?echarge until late 
November i·:hen ttc storage cap~city of 4 inches is reached (some of t his 
n:ay noG GLter the soil until snow melts in spring). The excess after this 
d:i::e (/+ . 4 incl1es to the end of December and 8 . 2 inches more from then to 
early ilay) is available f or eventual runoff. This 12. 6 inches is the water 
yiel d at the station for the year, Potential evapotranspiration exceeds 
preci;,it3.ti on after early ~.ay and the 4 inches of moisture in storage has 
bee~ uti]tzed by plants by late July . Between late July and t he end of 
Sep'.; c:rber th'" plants live on l e ss than optimum moisture supplies to the 
a~ou~t of 2 . 4 lncrns -- the water deficiency at Lhe station . Actual evapo
t rc'..::1spir.:i.tion then is 16, 9 inches less 2,4 inches or 14 .. 5 inches , and 
precir~.tatio'1 (27 .1 inches) less evapotr anspiration (14. 5 inches) equal s 
wat er :,-.:..e::.d (:i...2 . 6 1.nc1·1es) . 

It should be noted that t he mount ain and inner foothill stations 
in the following series gener all y receive much less precipitation than most 
areas around them and that only the foothills and plains stations are moderately 
representative of their areas (See Figures 1 and 2 for l ocations) . 

Seasonal Variations - Wes t to East 

(1 ) Lake Louise (Figure 10a) - This station has a r elatively flat 
norrc.al precipitati on curve with a winter maximum. A moisture deficiency 
is present in late summer even though total precipitation (27.1 inches) is 
r el at i vely hig~ . Act ual storage capacities in this area average less than 
4 i nc he ::i, 
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The relatively heavy winter snowfalls of ~953 and 1954 are 
typical of those of back range areas in these years . April cold front snow
fall was moderately high. The heavy June precipitation of southern foothill 
areas in 1953 had little if any effect here though the cold front (higher 
l evel) storms of August 1954 were noticeable. Moisture surpluses were 
large in both years though deficiencies were still present . 

(2) Ba.nff (Figure 10b) - This is an eastern intermountain region 
station with an early summer precipitation marinru.m. The major differences 
between this and a back range area are that winter snowfall is appreciably 
smaller an::l. evapotranspiration is slightly larger . These results in smaller 
surpluses availabl e for streamflow (2.4 inches or less than 20% as great as 
that at Lake Louise) . The moisture deficiency is larger, largely because 
of greater evapotranspiration losses. 

Winter and spring snowfall was above average in both 1953 and 1954 
and contributed to above average water yields . Some mT air may have con
tributed to the above average rainfall in June 1953 but the cold front rains 
of August 1954 were more important. These rains contributed to water yields 
only in areas of higher precipitation at higher elevations nearby, an::l. in 
areas of limited storage capacities . 

(3) Kananaskis (Figure 10c) - This is a front range - inner foothill 
station with a pronounced precipitation maxi.mum in June, relatively high 
levels of summer rainfall, and little or no moisture deficit (the normal for 
the period 1921 - 1950 would probably have indicated a small one but data 
are not available for t he full period) . The total precipitation was 5. 5 inches 
greater than at Ba.nff but water yield was only 1 . 9 inches greater, very largely 
because of the absence of this moisture deficit which resulted in much greater 
l ocal evapotranspiration. 

Cold front precipitation in April of 1953 and 1954 W'dS more intense 
here than in Banff which is on the l ee side of the front r anges . June pre
cipitation in 1953 was much greater, for the low level mT air did not penetrate 
effectively beyond the front range. The August 1954 precipitation was 
sufficient to recharge storage and provide an inch of runoff. 

(4) Calgary (Figure 10d) - This station is representative of the 
foothill-plains margin areas which have relatively low winter precipitation 
and a June maxi.mum. There is insuffici ent winter precipitation to fill 
storage caps.cities (other factors , such as runoff of snowmelt waters on 
frozen but unsaturated soil etc . , should be considered separately) and 
there is no residual amount for runoff . Water deficiencies are moderately 
high, though it is of interest that the deficiencies at Banff are higher. 

Water surpluses were produced by the r elatively high winter and 
spring precipitation of both 1953 and 1954, the heavy June rains of 1953 
and the heavier August rains of 1954. It is of inter est th3.t the l atter 
two surpluses were almost the same even though the August rains were 
heavier. This was due to the difference (3 inches) in unfi lled storage 
capacities before the rains began. (The use of daily rather than monthly 
data would have indicated larger surpluses than these but the major patterns 
of differences are corr ect) . 
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(5) Gleichen (Figure l Oe) - This station is representative of 
plains areas still farther to the east . The storage capacities are filled 
to approximately the same degree but the lower sWIDner precipitation and 
the higher evapotranspiration result in nru.ch larger water deficiencies than 
in Calgary . Deficiencies of this order result in severe wilting of plants 
and supplementary water supplies (irrigation) are highly desirable . 

Heavy snowfall and rain in spring and early surmner may result 
in some runoff (as in 1953) but runoff in late summer is rare. 

Seasonal Variations in the North and South 

(1) Rocky Mountain House (Figure lla) - This station is representa
tive of northern foothill- plains margi.n areas . The precipitation curve in 
surmner is very similar to that of evapotranspiration and moisture deficits 
are not noriml . Storage refill r equi rements are not large and nruch of the 
winter snowfall is available for spring runoff. The lack of moisture 
deficiencies results in actual evapotranspiration totals as high or higher 
than in warm areas to the south arrl east . The later peak of m:i..xinru.m 
precipitation is characteristic of northern areas . 

Relatively large surpluses were available for runoff in both 
1953 and 1954. All of the exces-s of precipitation over evapotranspiration 
of June 1953 ran off because storage capacities were full. Half of the 
excess in Au~st 1954 was required for soil moisture recharge . The balance 
available for runoff was still higher, however , than in the south where 
lower precipitation and greater withdrawals from storage were present . 

(2) Nordegg (Figure llb ) - This station is located to the west of 
a belt of mountain outliers which partially block arrl modify storms from the 
east . Its nonnal precipitation an:i evapotranspiration curves are similar 
to those of Rocky Mountain House (both lower so that water yields are 
comparable) but variations are present in each year . The relative pr ecipita
tianof the June 1953 and August 1954 storms for Nordegg and Rocky Mountain House 
indicate the effects of the mountain outliers . 

(3) Lyndon (Figure lOf) - This station is on the eastern slope of 
the Porcupine Hills . Moisture deficiencies in late surraner are normally 
moderately large . The storms of early June 1953 readhed their maximum 
intensity in this general region an:i the high water yields resulted in 
severe flood damage. The storms of August 1954 were lighter than in the 
north and the excess of precipitation over evapotranspiration did little 
more than partially refill depleted storage. 

(4) Waterton (Figure llc) - This station is located in the south
ern foothill-front range area where it receives maximum intensity mT and cold 
front mP precipitation. In addition, it is sufficiently close to the divid
ing range to receive heavy smwfall from the west i n many winters . Moisture 
deficiencies are present in roost summers despite the high annual precipitation, 
and water yields are high . These yields are concentrated in a relatively 
short period of time because the earl y maximum of precipitation (early June 
or late M3.y normally) occurs only shortly' aft er or during the period of 
maximum snow melt which is also earlier than in the north . 

-- ~-- - - - ------
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(5) Lethbridge (Figure lld) - This station is representative of 
southern plains areas where moisture deficiencies are large in middle and 
late sunnner, and irrigation is desirable. The relatively early spring 
rains (and late winter snowfall) frequently produce water surpluses in 
excess of those in areas to the north and east. Annual precipitation is 
more dependent upon occasional heavy rainstorms an:i has a lower dependable 
base supply than in the north. This results in greater variability from 
year to year and droughts ms.y be severe. 

(6) Cowley (Figure lle) - This station is located on the plains
foothills margin to the west of Lethbridge . Precipitations and water 
surpluses are larger than at Lethbridge although actual evapotranspiration 
is larger because of the smaller moisture deficiencies. The large runoff 
from the June rains of 1953 may be noted in contrast to the lack of runoff 
from the August rains of the follow:i.ng year . 

(7) Coleman (Figure llf) - This station is located in the east
ern intermountain region, close enough to the dividing range to experience 
heavy snowfalls in some winters yet sufficiently open to the east (Crows
nest Pass) to receive moderately heavy rains from mT air (June 1953) . It 
is partially sheltered from the north-east thus some cold front storms are 
modified (August 1954) . 
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The seasonal patterns of precipitation and evapotranspiration 
indicate that highly variable amounts of water are available for eventual 
streamflow from different parts of the region. rfuch of this surplus 
occurs as winter snowfall and is thus not available for streamflow until 
spring and swmner temperatures are sufficient for melting to take place . 
Much of the excess is held for varying lengths of time in detention storage. 
Areas with very limited storage or infiltration capacities may have rapid 
surface runoff, and streamflow responee to precipitation excess may be 
very rapid . The many variables result in appreciable differences in flow 
regime yet general patterns may be identified w:i. th regional examples. 

Regional Variations 

(1) Waterton River (Figure 12a) - The 1·Iaterton River is measured 
at three stations : (a) above vfa.terton Lake (a in graphs) in Glacier Park 
where the flow is of back range origin; (b) below Lower Waterton Lake 
(a plus bin graphs) where the now includes runoff from front range areas ; 
and (c) at Standoff (a plus b plus c in the graphs) on the foothills 
plains margin where additional front range and foothill runoff is included. 

The streamflow from the back range areas is high every year (see 
yield scale) though it tends to be concentrated in summer months . This 
may be attributed to the time of snow melting, far more than to seasonal 
rainfall, and to the limited soil moisture storage capacities. The smaller 
amounts of snow in the front range and foothill areas tend to melt earlier 
and current precipitation plays a more important role than in back range 
areas . Extremes of yield are more common (compare June flows of 1953 and 
1954) because of : (1) the greater variation of rainfall than of snowfall 
(2) the greater reliance upon single storms or groups of storms than on the 
collected precipitation of a season and (3 ) the difference between precipita
tion and evapotranspiration is proportionally more variable . Most of the 
snow has been melted and current precipitation is less than potential evapo
transp:i.ration by the end of July (See Waterton, Figure llc) thus streamflow 
from all areas is low in late sununer, fall and winter . 

(2) Grinnell Creek (Figure 12b) - Grinnell Creek rises in and 
obtains a l arge pa.rt of its volume from Grinnell Glacier which rests on the 
di vi ding range. The mel. ting of ice arrl snow provides the greater part 
of the high and dependable streamflow. Most of the snow adjacent to the 
glacier has melted by late July and glacial ice and snow melt and cold front 
precipitation provide the bulk of the flow for the remainder of the season. 
If the glacier was not present it is probable that annual yield would be 
much the same rut the streamflow would be more concentrated in the months of 
May, June and July. 

_ _j 



(3) Willow Creek(Figure 12c) - The flow of Wil low Creek is 
simil ar to that of many southern streams that rise in the front range and 
have most of their tributaries in the foothills and plains areas . The 
yield is relatively small and is subject to najor variations from one 
season to the next in most years (see Lyndon, Figure l0f) . This yiel d 
is narginal and most of the basin contributes little or no flow for most 
of the year . The Willow Creek basin above Nolan (a plus b - 1010 squar e 
miles) includes relatively more plains and l ess foothills area than the 
basin above Claresholm (a - 462 square miles) . The more marginal and 
variable nature of plains streamflow is indicated. Surpluses are avail
able from large areas in late spring or early swmner in some years (e . g., 
early June 1953) ard major floods occur . These are generally of very short 
durati on and the flow for most of the year is quite small . 

The peak flow normally occurs in June of high water years , May 
of normal and most low water years, and in April of some very low water 
years . Streamflow after early June is general ly low. 

(4) Crowsnest River (Figure 12d) - This basin is one of relatively 
l.9W elevation in back range and intermountain areas . Its water yiel d is 
low ard streamflow is early for such areas because of the relatively low 
precipitation, high evapotranspiration ard early snow-melting period. 

(5) Elbow River (Figure 13a) - The Elbow River is measured at two 
stations : (a) at Bragg Creek (a in graphs) where flow is of intermountain 
front range ard inner foothill origin and (b) at Glenmore Dam near Calgary 
(a plus bin graphs) where additional flow from outer foothills and plains 
margin areas is included . 

The marginal and variable flow of the lower basin is received largely 
from snow melt waters and above normal spring rains in April and May. Detent
ion storage capacities are relatively high in this portion of the basin and 
minor flow is available from storage in l ater months when evapotranspiration 
accounts for most of the precipitation. 

The upper basin has relatively large areas of bare rock and runoff is 
rapid. Streamflow is obtained from the melting of snow in May, June and July 
and to a lesser degree from current rainfall. The storage of water from one 
year to the next would appear to be small and the net change of storage carry
over from one year to the next might very largely be ignored (Appendix A p.3) . 

(6) Bow River (Figure 13b) - The Bow River at Banff receives its flow 
primarily from snowmelt in late spring and sununer . The period of snowmelt may 
vary slightly from one year to the next and summer rainfall may cause lesser 
variations . The yield is consistently high and dependable. 

(7) Clearwater River (Figure 13c) - The Clearwater River at Rocky 
Mountain House receives its flow from intermountain, front range and foothill 
sources. Snowmelt in the more elevated areas produces a peak of fl.ow in May, 
June and July . Heavy rains ?My enlarge this peak or cause a secondary one 
(as in August - September 1954) . These rains are relatively more important 
in the foothill than in the intermountain areas as is indicated by the regime 
of Prairie Creek. 

(8) Mi.staya River (Figure 13d) - Mistaya !liver has a relatively high 
level basin in the northern back range portion of the region. rfost of its flow 
is derived from snowmelt and the effects of elevation and latitude are 
indicated by the late peak of flow. 

--
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APPENDIX E 

HYPDrHEI'ICAL FLOW CURVES REGION 3 

The graph "Hypothetical Flow Curves" (Figure 14f) indicates the 
possible effects of different vegetative covers upon streamflow regimen 
of a front range - foothills-- plains margin stream. The solid line 
(a) shows the flow regime from a burned nver or overgrazed watershed 
(a partially smoothed curve of the flow of Willow Creek in 1953 is used) . 
The dotted line (b) shows the hypothetical flow regime that might be pre
sent if vegetative growth were at a maxirm.un. for the climate . The dash 
line curve (c) is approximately the shape of denBnd curves of irrigation 
areas to the south-east that might partially be served from this source. 
In comparison with curve (a), curve (b) indicates (1) delayed and less 
peaked snow melting, (2) better infiltration and storage of melt, (2) better 
infiltration and storage of melt and rain water, and (3) slightly reduced 
yields associated with increases in transpiration . It has less damaging 
floods, greater flow in late suIID11er, fall and winter, and probably better 
water quality. It only partially meets the requirements of irrigation but 
aritificial storage measures would not be handicapped by excessive silt 
and flood damage. 
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LE GE1'-! D 

7,000 to 9,000 Feet. 

Over 9 ,000 Feet. 

'REGIONS I 
11. Southern f'.iiounta ,n and Foothill Region. 

{ a) Mounta,n Ranges. 

{b) Low Foothills and Pla ins. 

2. Southern Inter-Mountain Region . 

{a) Western Ranges and Valleys. 

{ b) Eastern Ranges and Valleys . 

3. Southern Front Range and Foothi It Region. 

( o) Eastern Slope of the Front Range • 

(b) Low Foothills and Plains. 

{c) Porcupine Hi lls. 

4. Central lnter-Mounta,n Region. 

( o) Western Ranges and Volleys. 

{b) Eastern Ranges and Valleys. 

... 

5. South Central Front Range and Foothill Region. 

( a) Front Range, Mounta1 n Out Ii ers and High Foothi I ls . 
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\bJ Low r-ooth1lts and r1a1ns . 

North Central Front Range and Foothill Region . 

( a) Front Range and High Foothi I ls. 

( b) Low Footh i lls and Plains . 

7 . Northern lnter-Mountai n Region . 

( a) Western Ranges and Volleys. 

( b) Eastern Ranges and Valleys. 

8 . N orthern Front Range and Footh i II Region. 
" 

(o) Front Range, Mounta in Outliers and High Foothills 

( b) Low Footh i lls a nd Plains . 
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